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Visual search is our top pick for AR flavor that could birth killer apps. For those unfamiliar, it’s a sort of
cousin of AR that taps into computer vision and machine learning to identify items you point your
phone at. To sidestep tech jargon, Google sometimes calls it “search what you see.”
Speaking of Google, it’s the front runner for visual search. It has the knowledge graph, image
database (for object recognition) and other underlying tech advantages that will carry over to a visual
search world. More importantly, it’s highly motivated to make visual search happen.
But another player could vie for visual search market share: Pinterest. The IPO-ready company is
likewise positioned with an image database and AI chops. It has a narrower use case than Google,
usually around products, but that focus happens to be in monetizable areas.
To validate that potential, it recently announced that Pinterest Lens (visual search feature) was used
an average of 600 million times per month last year. Like Google Lens, users search for products
using real-world objects. This is fitting to its existing product-discovery use case.

But the real competitive advantage will be in the underlying technology to surface the best results,
and it’s hard to bet against Google there. Google Lens can already recognize a billion products — a
function of its machine learning, knowledge graph and years of image search.
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Google and Pinterest’s respective “lenses” will co-exist for different use cases (general vs.
specialized). Others will compete, such as, Snapchat which not only has an engaged “cameraforward” AR user base, but it smartly partnered with Amazon for product search results.
Another key competitive edge will be to make visual search it easier to access. Google has taken
steps to place Lens front & center in its iOS app. Though we’re bullish on visual search, there are too
many phone taps to activated it for a relatively early/unproven use case.
Back to visual search’s potential to germinate killer apps, we say that because it not only moves
beyond fun & games to achieve true utility (what AR needs), but it’s inherently a high-frequency use
case. It follows usage patterns of search itself, in both usage and monetization potential.

Revenue models will follow the search playbook in terms of paid results. There’s enough inventory in
visual search results pages (see upper image), like today’s “10 blue links” but more visual. Google
can bundle visual search with AdWords, just like it did in early days of mobile search.
Speaking of mobile search, one lesson is that proximity to search subjects (e.g restaurant search
when near the restaurant) can boost “intent” and key metrics like CTRs and CPCs. Visual search
takes that proximity to another level, given that search subjects are literally in-view.
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That’s amplified further when visual search is used in commercial contexts such as store aisles.
Pinterest, again, has an underlying commercial context to most of its engagement which makes it a
sleeping giant in visual search. This will be one of many ways it looks to appease Wall Street.
Whether it’s Pinterest, Google, Snapchat or others, visual search and AR in general need more
business cases to counteract the broader market’s growing doubt. We’ll be watching as user behavior
and provider innovation coalesce into revenue-generating AR products like visual search.
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About ARtillery Intelligence
ARtillery Intelligence chronicles the evolution of augmented reality (AR) and virtual reality (VR).
Through writings and multimedia, it provides deep and analytical views into the industry’s biggest
players, opportunities and strategies. It’s about insights, not cheerleading.
Run by analysts and former journalists, coverage is grounded in a disciplined and journalistic
approach. It also maintains a business angle: Though there are lots of fun and games in AR & VR,
long-term cultural, technological and financial implications are primary.
Products include the AR Insider publication and the ARtillery PRO research subscription., which
together engender a circular flow of knowledge. Research includes monthly Intelligence Briefings,
market-sizing forecasts and consumer survey data, all housed in a robust intelligence vault.

Learn more at https://artillry.co/about
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Mike Boland was one of Silicon Valley's first tech reporters of the Internet age, as a staff reporter for
Forbes (print) starting in 2000. He has been an industry analyst covering mobile and social media
since 2005, and is now Chief Analyst of ARtillery Intelligence and Editor-in-Chief of AR Insider.
Mike is a frequent speaker at industry conferences such as VRLA, ad:tech and LeadsCon. He has
authored in-depth reports and market-sizing forecasts on the changing tech & media landscape. He
contributes regularly to highly read online news sources such as TechCrunch, Business Insider and
the Huffington Post.
A trusted source for tech journalists, his comments have appeared in A-list publications, including The
New Yorker, The Wall Street Journal and The New York Times.
Further background, history and credentials can be found at:
http://www.mikebo.land/
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Contact
Questions and requests for deeper analysis can be submitted at:

https://artillry.co/contact/

Disclosure and Ethics Policy
ARtillery Intelligence operates under the Society of Professional Journalists Code of Ethics. All
material and commentary are published with the professional standards and tactics of journalistic
reporting. Adherence to such standards is grounded in and reinforced by our foundations in
journalism.
All ARtillery Intelligence published material is meant to educate and inform: It does not result from
paid placement, nor influence from subjects. In rare cases of sponsored posts, vested interest or
anything that results from money changing hands, financial relationship is disclosed clearly.
Similarly with market sizing, ARtillery Intelligence remains independent of players and practitioners in
the sectors it covers, thus mitigating bias in industry revenue calculations and projections.
ARtillery Intelligence disclosure and ethics policy can be seen in full at:

https://artillry.co/about/disclosure-and-ethics-policy/
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